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The goal of this experiment is to find information that will be helpful in the bungee jump 
later in the term. In this experiment, we wanted to find the spring constant of our string as that 
will be useful in the final drop. To measure k, we dropped varying masses and looked at the 
maximum distance the mass traveled by observing the end point of the mass with a slow-motion 
camera and compared it to the length of the un-stretched string without any weight. We 
performed this with three different lengths of string, each of which were doubled stranded.  

 
When plotted, length showed a negative linear relationship with calculated k values. The 

values plotted were the k value for the doubled string, divided by two, to observe the k value for 
a single strand string. This strong relationship is useful because it will allow us to predict the k 
value of the string with the given mass of the egg we will use in the final experiment. Two large 
sources of error in this experiment include the way the maximum distance traveled was measured 
and the small sample size. Using the slow-motion feature on an iPhone is not the most accurate 
way of determining the distance traveled as the frame rate is still too fast to catch the actual 
maximum distance travelled. In addition, the small sample size of four to five masses, while 
sufficient, is not ideal, and to have more accurate results, the sample size would be increased.  
 
Fig. 1 Setup of Spring Drop. To measure the value of k for this string, the initial length of string 
without any weight added (xi) was measured. A weight was attached to the end of the string and 
dropped from the top and the maximum vertical distance traveled (max x) and the length the 
string stretched were measured. The maximum distance traveled was measured by analyzing a 
slow motion video frame by frame to determine when the mass had reached its lowest distance.   

  
 
Fig. 2 Stretch Values for Varying Masses. At a given mass, the maximum vertical distance 
traveled (max x) and the distance the string stretched were measured. The equilibrium length 
given is the average length of the not stretched string used for that trial.    



Equilibrium 
Length 

mass (±0.0001 
kg) 

max x 
(±0.0001m) 

string stretched 
(±0.0001m) 

Trial 1: 0.392 m 0.15 0.98 0.59 
 0.19 1.14 0.75 
 0.22 1.24 0.85 
 0.25 1.36 0.97 
 0.3 1.56 1.17 
    

Trial 2: 0.569 m 0.2 1.77 1.20 
 0.17 1.72 1.15 
 0.15 1.63 1.06 
 0.12 1.4 0.83 
    

Trial 3: 0.258 m  0.2 0.82 0.56 
 0.25 0.97 0.71 
 0.3 1.11 0.85 
 0.35 1.35 1.09 

 
Fig. 3 Calculated Values for PESpring and Spring Constant, k. The potential energy of the 
spring was calculated from the assumption that the potential energy of the spring is equal to the 
potential energy of the ball before it drops which is equal to (m)(g)(h). We then used the 
calculated potential energy to calculate the value for k. The standard error for both potential 
energy and k were calculated from the standard deviation of each, for each of the three trials 
preformed.  
 

 PEgrav k 
Trial 1: 0.392 m 1.44 8.32 

 2.12 7.58 
 2.67 7.43 
 3.33 7.11 
 4.59 6.72 

Standard error Trial 1:  ±1.20 ±0.598 
Trial 2: 0.569 m 3.47 4.81 

 2.87 4.33 
 2.40 4.26 
 1.65 4.77 

Standard error Trial 2: ±0.770 ±0.290 
Trial 3: 0.258 m  1.61 10.17 

 2.38 9.37 
 3.26 8.99 
 4.63 7.76 

Standard error Trial 3: ±1.30 ±1.00 



 
Fig. 4 Length vs Spring Constant. When length is plotted against calculated spring constant, it 
yields a negative linear relationship. The uncertainties in slope, ± 0.559 kg and y intercept ± 
0.238 N/m, were obtained from Excel regression analysis.  
 

 
 
The experimental value of interest here would be the calculated k value for each mass. This is of 
interest because it will allow us to determine the k value for the string given the mass of our egg.  
 
The calculated values of interest are listed in Fig. 3. The standard deviation of these calculated 
values was found to be 0.598, 0.290, and 1.00 for Trials 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  
 
To test the accuracy of our measurements, we would want to extend our mass range to cover the 
possible range of the mass of the egg. We also would want to compare our calculated k values to 
other groups as our strings should all have similar k values as they are made of the same 
material.  
 
On my honor, I have neither given nor received any unacknowledged aid on this lab report.  

y	=	-7.3058x	+	6.4762

R²	=	0.99418
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